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Meaning and purpose
The rights element is a wrapper element that contains descriptions of rights, licences and access rights for a collection, in both text and URI
formats.
Rights statements, licence and access rights information is displayed prominently on Research Data Australia to support researchers in reuse of
research collections. Access rights and license information also form part of faceted search.
rightsStatement | licence | accessRights | Transitioning from RIF-CS v1.2.0 | RIF-CS XML examples
Wherever possible, provide rightsStatement, licence and access rights information as separate elements within the Rights wrapper (see example
1). Where this is not possible, rightsStatement may be used for a combined statement describing rights, access and licence details. This may be
necessary where the source of content (eg an institutional repository) is only able to provide a single rights statement and/or URI (see example 2).

rightsStatement
Use this element to provide a statement about the rights held in a collection. These may be intellectual property rights such as copyright or moral
rights. More information.
Example: Copyright, The University of South Australia, 2014.
See example 3.

Populate this element from existing metadata:
DCterms.rightsStatement
AGRkMS Rights Statement
ISO 2146 rights
DC CAP Rights defined by The Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, http://purl.org/dc/elements
DataCite Rights
RIF-CS v1.2.0 description type="rights"

URI (optional):
A URI pointing to a rights statement.

Licence
A licence is a legal statement giving official permission to do something with a collection. Use this element to describe the type of licence that
applies to the data. A free text statement may be provided. Preferably, choose a type from the licence type vocabulary.
A licence is recommended for all data made available for reuse.
See example 4.

Populate this element from existing metadata:
DCterms.License;
DCterms.LicenceDocument
Data.gov.au License (URI)
ANZLIC MD_Metadata.identificationInfo>.resourceConstraints>MD_LegalConstraints.accessConstraints>MD_RestrictionCode='license'

Licence type vocabulary (optional):

A vocabulary was introduced for the licence element as part of Release 8, and is available from RIF-CS Controlled Vocabularies. Partners who
wish to use licences not currently in the controlled list can contact services@ands.org.au to register a new type value.
It is possible to use type="Unknown/Other"; however, this offers less value to users of Research Data Australia as reuse conditions remain
unclear.

URI (optional):
A URI pointing to the licence relating to the collection.
Where the uri points to a version of a CC licence, the appropriate logo for the version will display in the record.

Use in Research Data Australia
provide a faceted search option based on licence type information (mapping shown in the table below)
display licence logos where available, for records that use the controlled vocabulary types. Where a uri is provided to a version of a CC
licence, the appropriate logo for the version will display.
Table 1: Use of licence information in Research Data Australia. Licences in the ‘Open’ category are included in the “openly licenced” filter in
Research Data Australia.

Licence types

Display label for searches filtered by
licence type

Brief description

CC-BY

Open*

Reuse is freely permitted with only a
requirement for attribution or that similar
licensing is retained.

Non-Commercial

Reuse is limited to non-commercial use only

Non-Derivative

No derivatives from the data may be
distributed

AusGOALRestrictive

Restrictive

Some form of limiting or restrictive condition
applies. May apply to personal or
confidential information.

NoLicense

No licence

All rights reserved. No reuse permitted.

<no value> or <user defined custom value>

Unknown

N/A

CC-BY-SA
GPL
CC-BY-NC
CC BY-NC-SA
CC BY-ND
CC-BY-NC-ND

More information:
See AusGOAL for information about creative commons (CC) licences.
ANDS licensing webinar - New Licence Type Vocabulary for Research Data Australia: watch on YouTube

accessRights
Use this element to describe access rights and access constraints, including who may access and when access may occur (including any
embargo). Restrictions may be based on security, privacy or other policies. A free text statement may be provided. Preferably, choose a type
from the accessRights type vocabulary.
See example 5.

Populate this element from existing metadata:
DCterms.accessRights
AGRkMS Rights Type

DC CAP Access Rights
MODS 3.4 accessCondition
ANZLIC 1.0 useLimitation, accessConstraints, useConstraints, otherConstraints, MD_SecurityConstraints, handlingDescription
RIF-CS v1.2.0 description type="accessRights"—information about access rights to the collection, including access restrictions based
on privacy, security, or other policies.

Access rights type vocabulary (optional):
A vocabulary for accessRights was introduced with RIF-CS v1.6.0 (December 2014) with definitions revised with RIF-CS v1.7.0 (November
2015).
Open: Data is publicly accessible online
Conditional: Data is publicly accessible subject to certain conditions. For example:
a fee applies
the data is only accessible at a specific physical location
Restricted: Data access is limited. For example:
following an embargo period;
to a particular group of users;
where formal permission is granted.

URI (optional):
A URI pointing to access rights and access constraints relating to the collection.

Use in Research Data Australia
display access rights vocabulary terms in collection records
provide a faceted search option based on accessRights type terms
display a visual indicator where the licence applied is considered ‘open’ as per the table above

Example 1: shows preferred use of rights element with rights statement, licence and access rights
provided as separate elements
<rights>
<rightsStatement rightsUri="http://unisa.edu.au/About-UniSA/Governance-and-management-structure/Copyright-at-UniSA/">Copyright
2014, The University of South Australia</rightsStatement>
<licence type="CC-BY" rightsUri="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/">
<accessRights type="Open" rightsUri="http://w3.unisa.edu.au/policies/policies/resrch/res20.asp">In accordance with the UniSA Open
Access policy</accessRights>
</rights>

Example 2: shows rights statement combining rights, licence and access information in a single statement
<rights>
<rightsStatement> The owner of this data collection may provide access by negotiation. You may be required to indicate your intended
use of the data and to meet any costs associated with providing you the data. Other terms and conditions may also apply. Use of the data
may be subject to legal, ethical or commercial restrictions requiring permission from other individuals or groups, including ethics
committees and research participants. </rightsStatement>
</rights>

Example 3:where rightsStatement describes intellectual property rights only

<rights>
<rightsStatement rightsUri="http://unisa.edu.au/About-UniSA/Governance-and-management-structure/Copyright-at-UniSA/">Copyright
2014, The University of South Australia</rightsStatement>
</rights>

Example 4: where licence is chosen from the controlled vocabulary
<rights>
<licence type="CC-BY" rightsUri="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/au/">When reusing this data, please cite it using the
recommended citation format. </licence>
</rights>

Example 5: where access rights type is chosen from the controlled vocabulary
<rights>
<accessRights Type=”Restricted” rightsUri=http://www.paradisec.org.au/downloads.html> Access may be granted following approval
of a written application. </accessRights>
</rights>

